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Preface
A wide range of free trade agreements, the growth of 
several sectors and the growing global perspective have 
made several countries of Central America attractive 
for business, particularly for international trade.  At this 
moment, our region is experiencing a positive economic 
growth.  This trend is expected to remain stable due 
to the strategic geographical position of our region, 
a strong growth of some sectors of the economy and 
fewer costs of human capital. 

According to ECLAC, it is estimated that Central 
America will grow 3,4% making it the zone with best 
performance in all Latin America.  Regarding each 
economy, a 5,4% and 5,2% increase in GDP will make 
Dominican Republic and Panama leaders of this region, 
followed by Honduras with 3,9%.

The importance of knowing the culture, investing 
climate, fiscal system, capital market, the regulatory, 
legal and politic framework, as well as international 
commerce is key when developing a business.  
Doing Business Interamericas was created by a 
multidisciplinary team from PwC in our region as 
a guide in order to help the companies and foreign 
investors who are considering business opportunities in 
Central America and Dominican Republic for the first 
time, or who wish to expand their current business.

As a guide, the purpose of this publication is mainly to 
provide a starting point.  If you need more information, 
contact any of our advisors in any of the firms located 
in the 7 countries which make up the Interamericas 
territory, who will be willing to help you individually.

In name of PwC Interamericas, I hope you find this 
information to be useful and wish you much success in 
your future investments.
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Foreword
PwC Interaméricas is pleased to publish the fifth edition 
of the business guide Doing Business 2019, composed 
of a compilation of information, delicately selected, 
covering cultural topics, as well as investment climate, 
legal  and fiscal systems of the Central American and 
Dominican Republic region.  This guide, edited annually, 
highlights the most important indicators for fiscal , legal 
and regulatory compliance of the business world to which 
we belong, placing at your disposal our talent for solving 
complex problems.

Due to a stable economic growth, legal incentives and  
amicable norms which protect and encourage the investors 
to invest in new  increasingly demanding markets, The 
Central America and Dominican Republic region has 
become an attractive destination to start new businesses.  
About its geographic location, we can say that it’s also in 
a privileged position, as it counts with maritime and air 
ports available to connect with the most important cities 
of the world, which facilitates commerce in an increasingly 
globalized and interconnected environment.

In this regard, inside this Doing Business you will find the 
information necessary to establish an independent entity, 
a branch of a multinational company  or a subsidiary of an 
existing multinational.  Our main objective is that you can 
understand the investment opportunities and useful data 
to do business in the region.

For this reason, and at the request of the business 
community, this valuable document includes important 
and relevant information for those who are considering 
working or living permanently in any of the beautiful 
and picturesque countries of Central America or in the 
Dominican Republic.

PwC Interamericas is a firm made up of seven countries, 
which offers a single contact to facilitate your business, 
offering new personalized world- class services which 
places us as trusted advisors in most of the negotiations 
that take place in the region and in the world. 

Dear reader, as you know, this guide, as its name suggests, 
is of a general character, and due to the speed of the 
changes in the economic and legal environment, and the 
complexity of some of the specific topics, we recommend 
that you use it with the assistance of our team of 
professionals who specialize in fiscal, legal and regulatory 
topics, who will be more than glad to help you, taking into 
consideration your specific circumstances and situations.
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The culture of Costa Rica is in many ways 
a reflection of its ethnic diversity, with a 
predominantly European and North American 
influence, along with traces of creole and 
indigenous affinity.

Costa Rica was discovered by the Europeans 
around the year 1500, and subsequently became 
part of the greater Spanish Empire. In 1821, 
CR obtained its independence from Spain, and 
after some attempts to conform to the rest of 
Central America in a union called “Federación 
Centroamericana”, it declared itself as a 
sovereign and independent republic under the 
mandate of its first president Jose Maria Castro 
Madriz in 1848.

Costa Rica
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Country’s Overview  
Brief History

Costa Rica is located in Central America, it territorial borders are with Nicaragua at the north, 
with Panama at the south, with the Caribbean Sea at the east, and finally, with the Pacific Ocean 
at the west.

In many ways, Costa Rica’s culture is a reflection of its ethnic diversity, with a primarily 
European and North American influence along with some creole and indigenous traits.

Europeans discovered Costa Rica around the year 1500, reason why it turned out to be part 
of the Spanish empire. In 1821, Costa Rica became independent from Spain and after several 
attempts to create a union called “Central American Federation”, along with the rest of Central 
America, it declared itself as a sovereign and independent republic under the government of its 
first president, Jose Maria Castro Madriz in 1848.

Weather

Due to its geographical location, Costa Rica has a pleasant and relatively stable tropical climate, 
where its main changes are a rainy season and a dry season. It has an average temperature of 
22°C, which increases considerably in the coastal areas. At San Jose, Costa Rica’s capital city, by 
December, the temperature goes from 14°C to 24°C and in May, it goes from 17°C to 27°C. The 
Caribbean coast has an average of 21°C at night and about 30°C during the day. The Pacific coast 
is hotter, but less humid than the Caribbean coast.

Population, government form, language and currency

Area 

Population 

Population per km2

Population growth

Political system

Form of government

Language 

Currency 

Administrative divition

Religion 

Capital city

51,100 km² 

5,003.402 million of habitants (up to june, 2018)

97.91 hab./km² 

1,2% (2018) 

Democratic Republic

Presidential with 3 independent powers 

(legislative, executive and judicial)

Spanish

Colon (¢)

7 provinces

Roman Catholic

San Jose

Sources: Banco Mundial.

INEC: http://www.inec.go.cr/sites/default/files/documetos-biblioteca-virtual/recostaricaencifras2018.pdf
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Education

Costa Rica has 97.8% literacy, according to UNESCO; a country free of illiteracy is one whose 
quota does not exceed 5% of the population, a condition that only our country fulfills in Central 
America. In Costa Rica, pre-school, general basic and diversified education is obligatory and in 
the public system, it is free and paid by the government.

Regarding state education, including higher education, due to a constitutional mandate, the 
public spending cannot be less than 8% of the annual gross domestic product (GDP).

The Government is under the obligation to provide technological access to all education levels, 
as well as to pursuit higher education to those in need. The Ministry of Public Education will be 
accountable for awarding scholarships and financial aid.

Many of the first country’s presidents, such as Jose Maria Castro Madriz, were professors, reason 
why they were so concerned about Costa Rica’s education. In 1869, the Country became one 
of the pioneers of the world in converting primary education free and obligatory, due to it was 
partially financed by the coffee oligarchy. Back in those days, only 10% of Costa Ricans were 
able to read and write; by 1920, 50% of the population was proficient and by 1970, 89% of Costa 
Ricans could read and write.

In the past twenty years, there has been a significant growth in educational standards. English 
classes are taught in almost all the country’s public schools and high schools. On the other hand, 
the Ministry of Education has been making serious efforts during the last years, in order to offer 
the students more and better technology tools, so that children and young people can develop 
their skills. This educational program seeks to implement a holistic platform that includes the 
necessary structure that facilitates the team’s interactions, as well as the continuous training of 
the teachers.

In Costa Rica, it is possible to find primary and secondary schools in every single community. 
Students do not have to pay to attend school; however, there is a voluntary fee of approximately 
$20 per year designated for tuition. The elementary school has six grades, while the secondary 
education has five. Each grade is divided into two main cycles and each time the students 
pass a cycle, they have to take tests for all the subjects studied during the cycle. Costa Rica is 
distinguished by their “Technical” or “Vocational” schools, which look forward to preparing 
students in certain technical areas that allow them to better insert themselves into the 
professional market. The most important tests are those made during the last year of high 
school, which are known as “bachelor’s tests”, these tests are a requirement for the high school 
diploma, which is essential for the college admission process.

Although the country did not have a university until 1940, Costa Rica now has five State 
universities, as well as several private ones, which have increased in the last decade due to the 
challenging admission process that is required to gain an opportunity at state universities. In 
addition, there are many opportunities for adults to acquire primary and secondary diplomas in 
order to gain access to higher education.

1 Source: UNESCO | INDEX MUNDI: https://www.indexmundi.com/g/r.aspx?c=cs&v=39&l=es
1 Source: Casa Presidencial, https://presidencia.go.cr/comunicados/2018/08/gobierno-declara-la-ensenanza-del-ingles-como-
prioridad-nacional/
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The oldest and most prestigious institution in the country is the University of Costa Rica 
(UCR), which has approximately 42,000 students, and most of their population study through 
scholarships. However, even if tuition has to be paid, it is not that expensive for students since 
this amount rarely exceeds $400 per semester. The main campus is located in San Pedro, at the 
northeast of San Jose, but it also has regional campuses in the provinces of Alajuela, Puntarenas 
and Cartago.

Other important State university is the National University (UNA), which is located in the 
province of Heredia, it offers a variety of liberal arts, sciences and professional studies to almost 
19 200 students. Another important State institution is the Technological Institute of Costa Rica 
(ITCR) located in Cartago; it specializes in engineering, science and technology careers and 
looks forward to preparing professionals in areas such as agriculture and mining. An additional 
state institution is the State Distance University (UNED), which was founded in 1978 and 
resembles the model of the Open University of Great Britain. It has 32 regional centers that 
offer 15 careers in health, education, business administration and liberal arts; and as its name 
suggests, it focusses in long distance courses and distance preparation.

Costa Rica also has the INCAE Business School, which is ranked as one of the best business 
schools in Latin America and occupies the 27th position globally. There are many other private 
institutions such as the Autonomous University of Central America, the EARTH University and 
the University for Peace, which is sponsored by the United Nations, offering master’s degrees in 
communications for peace.

Political and Legal System
Legal Framework

As mentioned before, the political and legal structure of Costa Rica is divided into three main 
powers: legislative, executive and judicial; which are composed of and exercised as follows:

Executive Legislative Judicial

Exercised by:
The President and 
the Ministers of the 
Executive Branch

Unicameral Congress 
(Legislative 
Assembly)

Supreme Court of Justice

Composed of: The President and 
the Ministers 57 Congressmen 22 Magistrates

The President elected 
by direct vote every 4 
years. The Ministers 
by President´s 
choice.

Elected by direct vote 
every 4 years

Appointed by the Congress for a 
renewable term of 8 years

Elected or 
appointed by:

Political and Legal Framework

Source: Universidad Nacional, https://www.una.ac.cr/index.php/component/content/article/173-ambito-estudiantil/273-
poblacion-estudiantil
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The Costa Rican legal system is based on the Civil Law and derives primarily from the 
Napoleonic Code.

In the 2013 World Governance Indicators from the World Bank, Costa Rica was ranked first 
among the Latin American countries in terms of Political Stability and Absence of Violence or 
Terrorism. 

The Regional Human Development Report (HDI) 2013-2014: “Citizen Security with a Human 
Face: Diagnosis and Proposals for Latin America” stated that Costa Rica is among the six 
countries that reflect the best indicators of Citizen Security in Latin America. As the World Bank 
itself has indicated, this can be a story of success in terms of development and environmental 
policies leadership. 

Main Political Parties

• National Liberation Party (PLN).

• Citizen Action Party (PAC).

• National Renovation Party (PRN)

• National Integration Party (PIN)

• Social Christian Unity Party (PUSC).

• Frente Amplio (FA).

The presidential elections take place in Costa Rica every four years. The past national elections 
were held on February 2018, when the current president of the Republic and member of the 
Citizen Action Party, Carlos Alvarado was elected. 

Since his political campaign, Mr. Alvarado, exhibited the need for a tax reform in the 
country in order to relieve the country’s fiscal deficit situation, which is expected to close 
this year with more than 7% of GDP. The tax reform establishes a value-added tax, the 
taxation of services, rentals and capital gains, rules of undercapitalization, reforms to the 
public employment regime and a fiscal rule designed in order that when the debt-GDP 
ratio increases, the expense restriction growth is higher. This tax reform was published on 
December 4th, 2018.

The Economy
One of the pillars of Costa Rican economic development has been trade liberalization; allowing 
exports to exceed its 1990 30%, GDP ratio at a current rate of 31.6% by 2016 (including exports 
of goods and services).

This trade liberalization has been followed by several structural changes, resulting in 
productivity growth, economic diversification and a higher investment level. The real GDP has 
been increasing at a compound annual growth rate of 5.3% since 1991. All these changes turned 
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into important social achievements. In the last 20 years, poverty was reduced from 40% to less 
than 20%

Inflation

During the first half of the year, Costa Rica has grown an inflation of 2.08%, being slightly above 
the predicted official target of 2% minimum.

The Central Bank of Costa Rica reported that in 2017 Costa Rica recorded an inflation of 2.7%, 
with inter-annual inflation between what was expected, which was between 2% and 4%. The 
Gross Domestic Product is considered to have grown by 3.2% in 2017, this growth is associated 
with the internal and external demand expansion, and this external or foreign demand 
expansion is linked to the economic activity acceleration of the country’s main trading partners.

Doing Business in Costa Rica
Government’s Attitude towards Foreign Investment

Economic, political and social stability are traits that have been distinguishing Costa Rica 
throughout its contemporary history and are one of the most important strengths that has 
enable the nation to successfully attract and reach foreign investors. More than two decades 
ago, the government created a Free Trade Zone regime under Law No. 7210 (commonly known 
as the “Free Trade Zone Law”), which has been modified over time in order to make it better. 

Source: Central Bank of Costa Rica. Ministry of Foreign Trade, World Bank. 

GDP
GDP millions of US $
Real GDP growth (%)
Price and financial indicators
Colon exchange rate: US $ (end of period)
Loan interest rate (average %) estimated on January 1st.
Industry loans in national currency
Loan interest rate (average %) estimated on January 1st.
Industry loan in USD currency
Current account (US $ millions)
Exports
Imports
Trade balance
Unemployment
Unemployment (average %)

2014 2015 2016

49,552.6
0.60%

538.3

16.00%

10.37%

11,304.42
17,186.2
-5881.78

9.60%

651.11 mil

2.8%

531.94

17.01%

9.85%

9,649,6
15,154.2
-5946.40

9.60%

656,989 mil

4,202%

561.10

14,25%

9.82%

9.932,7
15.324,7
-5392

8.99%

 4 Sources: INEC and World Bank.
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In addition, tax incentives, including 100% exemption for almost all government’s taxes and 
finances for employee training, are available for the companies that fulfill the investment and 
employment requirements set by this Law.

Free Trade and Other Agreements

Costa Rica is a member of the World Trade Organization, reason why the nation has some 
preferred treatments. The country has access to United States through the Caribbean Basin 
Trade Partnership Act (CBTPA) Act, which was an extension of the Caribbean Basin Initiative 
(CBI) and the Preferred Generalized System (GSP).

Costa Rica has bilateral free trade agreements with several countries and blocks, such as: 
Canada, Chile, the Caribbean Community (CARICOM), Dominican Republic, El Salvador’s 
Customs Union, Guatemala’s Customs Union, Honduras’s Customs Union, Mexico, Nicaragua’s 
Customs Union, Panama, United States (CAFTA), China, Singapore, the European Union, Peru. 
Currently, the FTA between Central America and the Republic of Korea, the Pacific Alliance, the 
Environmental Goods Trade Agreement (EGA) and the Services Trade Agreement (TISA)2 are 
under negotiations.   

The main agricultural products are bananas, pineapples, coffee, melons, ornamental plants, 
sugar, corn, rice, beans, potatoes, beef, poultry, dairy products and wood.

The main industries are microprocessors, food processing, medical equipment, textiles and 
clothing, construction materials, fertilizers, and plastic products.

Foreign Investment

Foreign investment is welcomed in Costa Rica, it is mainly concentrated in 3 sectors: services 
(28.6%), manufacturing (28%) and agriculture (16.4%, mainly with an interest in bananas 
and coffee, other sectors included are real estate (11.2%) and commercial (11.1%). Other 
investments are focused in the railways,  communications, airlines and government bonds. 
United States represents Costa Rica’s major foreign investor; it has interests in computer chip 
manufacturing, agriculture,  and fertilizers.

The continued high level of trade with the US has led foreign private investment, especially in 
export industries. Investment incentives include constitutional equal treatment guarantees and 
foreign direct investment. During 2017 in Costa Rica, foreign direct investment was $2 billion. 

Costa Rica’s liberalization of trade and investment regimes has solved part of the internal 
debt problem, and the approval of the legislation for the expansion of the private investment 
in the sectors of energy, telecommunications, roads, ports and airports, have increased the 
opportunities for foreign and local investors, increasing Costa Rica’s prosperity. The Public 
Concessions Law defines the different ways in which foreigners can invest in Costa Rica’s public 
sector.

2 Source: CINDE / 3 Source: MIDEPLAN / 4 Source: World Bank

As an effort to encourage foreign investment, the Costa Rican government has introduced a 
wide variety of incentives. To support this effort, CINDE (Costa Rican Investment Promotion 
Agency), a private non-profit organization was created in order to assist and guide investors and 
companies in the establishment of operations in Costa Rica. 
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An additional step in this effort, there are operational incentives to companies in export-
related activities:  the free zone and the temporary admission system, all of which include total 
or partial tax exemptions and expedite customs clearance services among other simplified 
operational aspects.

Foreign Investment Incentives

Among the incentives, the Costa Rican government has introduced in order to promote foreign 
investment, the most importants are:

• The 1972 Promotion of Exports Law No. 5162 encouraged the establishment in Costa Rica of 
“screwdriver” assembly plants. Companies that wish to assemble products in Costa Rica and 
re-export the finished products to other markets can import all their capital machinery and 
raw materials including the parts that will be re-assembled and import tax-free. The final 
product that is re-exported is not taxed with any profit income tax.

• Free Zones, known as Export Processing Zones.

Establishing a Business in Costa Rica

Costa Rican companies are regulated by the Code of Commerce, Law No. 3284, promulgated on 
April 30th, 1964 (henceforth “C.C.”).

Commercial Legal Entities

• General Partnership (Collective Name).

• Ordinary Limited Partnership.

• Limited Liability Company (SRL).

• Corporation (SA)

Establishment Procedure

In general terms, the formation of any commercial entity follows the steps described below. 
However, it is important to keep in mind that each one has specific requirements that must be 
met in order to properly incorporate the desired entity, any further consultation must be carried 
out with a particular legal specialist for each case.

• The founders acquire the services of a Public Notary and draft an incorporation deed, covering 
the company’s by-laws and the appointment of the administrators. 

• Shares are issued in accordance with the shareholder’s contributions. 

• Registration fees must be paid (based on the company’s capital) and the incorporation deed is 
submitted to the Public Registry.

• Upon registration of the incorporation deed, the company is assigned a corporate 
identification number (legal identity card).

Additionally, it should be taken into consideration that in Costa Rica, there is a specific tax for 
legal entities, which must be paid within a maximum of 30 days after the incorporation.
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Termination Procedure

According to the C.C., a company is closed by the following reasons: shareholder’s agreement, 
end of the company’s term, impossibility to achieve the organization object, definitive loss 
of more than 50% of its capital (unless replenished by the shareholders or proportionally 
decreased).

If the shareholders agree to close and liquidate the company, they must register such agreement 
in the National Registry, publish a note in the Official Newspaper and appoint a liquidator to 
pay the company’s debts and distribute the balance to the shareholders in accordance with their 
contributions. 

Branch and/or Mercantile Establishment

Any foreign entity may register a branch in Costa Rica.

Registration procedure:

The foreign entity must register a Shareholders Agreement in the Costa Rican National Registry, 
which must contain:

• Appointment of a Legal Representative in the country for all the company´s businesses. 

• Object, capital, and proficient data of the main company´s directors.

• An express declaration of submission to the Costa Rican Law.

All documents are validated by the Consulate of the Country of origin and registered in Costa 
Rica in order to acquire the local legal identity card.

Joint-Ventures 

It is a contract between 2 or more people who are classified as traders with an interest in one or 
several specific and transitional business operations, which must be managed by one of them 
under their unique name and personal credit, with the responsibility to justify and divide the 
profits or losses with its shareholders, according to the agreed proportion.

Joint-ventures are not specifically included in the Costa Rican law, but are accepted as valid for 
the business association.

Shareholder Registration

As of the first quarter of 2019, legal entities registered in Costa Rica will have to provide the 
composition of their capital stock and their beneficiaries identification, all these through their 
legal representatives.
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Banking System
Central Bank

The Central Bank of Costa Rica (BCCR) was created on April 23, 1953; it is currently governed 
by Law No. 7558 of November 3, 1995.  

The Central Bank is an autonomous institution responsible for the contribution of the 
development of the Costa Rican economy, security and price stability. Also, it is responsible of 
maintaining the national currency internal and external stability and to ensure its conversion to 
other currencies.

Commercial Banks

The Superintendence of Financial Institutions (SUGEF) is the entity in charge of ensuring the 
stability, solidness and operational efficiency of the National Financial System, through strict 
compliance with regulatory and legal requirements and according to regulations, guidelines and 
rules issued by the institution itself, safeguarding the general interest.

SUGEF supervises the activities under its scope and the operations of the organizations 
authorized by the Central Bank of Costa Rica, that will participate in the exchange market. 
Within its powers, SUGEF has the faculty to issue general rules for the establishment of 
banking practices, to issue the necessary guidelines required to promote stability, wealth and 
transparency of the supervised entities’ operations, and to establish the financial intermediaries’ 
categories in terms of type, size and risk degree.

The legal framework applicable to this field is broad, some of the laws regulating this 
activity are: the Organic Law of the National Banking System, Law for the Banking System 
Development, Law for the Modernization of the Financial System of the Republic, Regulatory 
Law for Non-Banking Companies; Narcotics Law, Psychotic substances, Capital Legitimation 
and Terrorism Financing.

List of Banks

Central Bank

• Central Bank of Costa Rica 

State Banks

• Bank of Costa Rica

• National Bank of Costa Rica

Banks created through special laws

• Mortgage Bank of Housing (Banco Hipotecario de la Vivienda)

• Popular and Community Development Bank (Banco Popular y de Desarrollo Comunal)

Private Banks

• BAC San Jose Bank
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• BCT Bank

• Cathay Bank 

• CMB Bank 

• Davivienda Bank 

• General Bank  

• Improsa Bank 

• Lafise Bank 

• Promerica Bank 

• Prival Bank 

• Scotiabank 

• The Bank of Nova Scotia 

Labor and Social Security 
Job Offer

The Costa Rican labor force is distributed as follows:

Labor Law and Social Security Requirements

Social security payroll charges/taxes based on Costa Rica’s staff paid salary.

A. Employer obligations acting as a  withholding agent:

1. Income Tax Law: According to Costa Rican Income Tax Law, the employer has the obligation 
to withhold the employee’s salary income tax (with a maximum marginal rate of 15% as of 
today). The recollected amount has to be declared and paid to the Tax Authorities within the 
first 15 calendar days of the month immediately following that in which the payment of the 
salary took place. 

For the company’s annual Income Tax Return, the amounts paid as salaries can be treated as a 
deductible expenses, as long as all salary income tax and social security contributions have been 
properly carried out.

Total by country

Gender

Male

Female

Unemployed

242 228

124 024

118 204

Employed

2 138 140

1 329 174

808 966

2 380 368

1 453 198

927 170
Source: Costa Rican National Institute of Statistics

Total up to 2018’s 3rd quarter Labor force
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The percentage of the withheld tax amount varies depending on the employee’s salary, 
according to the following progressive scale:

*Amounts subject to annual uptade.

2. Social Charges: Costa Rica’s Labor Law introduces the concept of social charges, which are a 
series of items that cover all the employee’s social security needs, these charges are covered 
by both the employee and the employer. The amount paid by the employee is retained from 
their salary by the employer (in the same way as the income tax described above) and then 
transferred to the Costa Rican Social Security Fund (CCSS).

The percentage of this cost that has to be paid by the employee and retained by the employer is 
10.34% of the employee’s salary and includes the following aspects:

B. Direct  Obligations of the Employer:

1. Social Costs: As mentioned before, the social costs are paid by both the employer and the 
employee. Different from the employee’s percentage, the employer’s share must be paid 
directly in any state bank and has to add 26.33% of the worker’s salary, it also has to include 
the following aspects:

More than 817,000.00 CRC and up to 1,226,000.00 CRC
More than 1,226,000.00 CRC

10%
15%

Up to 817,000 CRC Exempt

Health and maternity leave benefits
Benefits of disability, old age and death
Popular and Community Development Bank 
Total amount to pay

Social Charges

5.50%
3.84%
1.00%

10.34%

Percentage paid by the employee

Health and maternity leave benefits
Benefits of disability, old age and death
Family allowances
INA* 
Popular and Community Development Bank
IMAS* 
Employee’s Protection Law**
INS* 
Total amount to pay

Social Charges

9.25%
5.08%
5.00%
1.50%
0.25%
0.50%

3%
1%

26.33%

Percentage paid by the employer

*They are government institutions.
**This law has been in effect since March 2001.
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2. Mandatory Labor Insurance Cost: An insurance called “Occupational Risk Insurance” is 
established as mandatory by the Costa Rican Labor Code. The employer is obligated to pay this 
policy to the National Insurance Institute (a state insurance entity), based on different rates set 
by the employee’s position, these rates increase according to the risk level of the line of work, 
for example, the rate of a common office clerk is set at 1% of the salary. 

C. Other Costs:

1. Vacations: Costa Rica’s labor code describes a benefit of two weeks paid vacations for every 
fifty weeks worked for the same employer. When the employment relation ends before fifty 
weeks, the employee has the right of one paid vacation day for every month worked, before 
leaving the company. 

Also when the labor relation ends by any cause (including justified termination) the employee 
has the right to receive its vacation benefit paid in cash. This is calculated according to the 
average salary of the last fifty weeks worked. 

2. “Thirteenth Month” or “Christmas Bonus”: This is an specific Costa Rican benefit which 
consists on paying an entire extra salary every December. The amount is calculated by adding 
the last twelve salaries received (from December of the previous year to November of the 
current year) and dividing it by twelve. This amount is not taxed with the income tax, nor the 
social charges, but what exceeds its calculation, will be.

This benefit must be paid during the first 20 days of December. If the employment relationship 
ends before December, the employee has the right to receive an amount proportional to the 
“Christmas Bonus”. 

Note: Both the vacations and the “Thirteenth Month” are constitutional labor rights, and each 
worker has the right to receive them even if the employment relationship is terminated for 
reasons attributable to the employee.

3. Prior Notice: When either the employee or the employer decide to terminate the employment 
relationship, the responsible party has to give notice to the other party according to the 
following terms:

This benefit can be transformed into cash if one of the parties pays the equivalent amount of the 
salary for each day included in the terms listed in the previous table, to the other party.

The employer has to grant one day off per week during the terms listed above so the employee 
can find a new job. 

If the relationship lasted less than 3 months
If the relationship lasted more than 3 months 
but less than 6 months
If the relationship lasted more than 6 months 
but less than 1 year
If the relationship lasted more than one year

No notice required in advance 
One week notice required

15 days notice required

One month notice required
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4. Unemployment Aid: commonly known in Costa Rican law as “cesantía”, or severance, this 
benefit is paid only when the employment relationship is terminated by causes not attributed 
to the employee. Therefore, it is known as an “expected right” of the worker.

The Unemployment Aid is paid according to the following terms:

Accounting
The Costa Rican Public Accountant Association has adopted the International Financial 
Reporting Standards for the registration of financial information, standards for works 
attestation and standards for related services and statements.  

Any modification to the acknowledged standards, as well as to new standards that in the future 
are going to be issued by the International Federation of Accountants, will be automatically 
incorporated for mandatory application in Costa Rica, without the prejudice that the 
Commission of Auditing and Accounting Standards of the Costa Rican Public Accountant 
Association carries out an evaluation and recommendation, total and partial, for its specific 
application in the Country, without the deficiency of possible changes. 

Books and Records

• The accounting records must be kept Spanish, since this is specifically required by the 
Commercial Code.

• Accounting records should include a daily journal, a general journal, inventories and a balance 
statement and profits and losses statement; similarly, business organizations must keep a 
shareholder’s assembly minutes book and a shareholder’s registry journal. These books must 
also be kept by limited liability corporations.

• The books must be written in a clear way, with a progressive order by date, without blank 
spaces and without scratching or line spacing.

Accounting Profession

In Costa Rica, the authorized public accountant must have a degree in Public Accounting 

If the relationship lasted less than 3 months
If the relationship lasted more than 3 months 
but less than 6 months
If the relationship lasted more than 6 months 
but less than 1 year
If the relationship lasted more than 1 year

No payment required
Payment of seven days of salary required

Payment of fourteen days required

Payment required of 19.5 up to 22 days 
for each year worked depending on the 
years worked and with a maximum of 8 
years (The calculation is made based on 
a table established in the 29th article of 
the Labor Code)
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(known in Costa Rica as “licenciatura”) or its equivalent degree from a college whose curriculum 
is duly certified by CONESUP or CONARE, as appropriate. 

The Public Accountant Association was created through Law No. 1038 as of August 19, 1947.

Due to the academic education of Public Accounting professionals and the continuous 
professional actualization that the Authorized Public Accountants are required to receive, they 
are able to develop in one or several professional areas, such as financial audits, compliance 
audits, Internal Control, Internal Control System Evaluations, performing as Internal Auditors, 
among others.

Rules for the Financial Statements presentation

Since 2001, IFRS was approved as the mandatory accounting framework for preparing public 
and private companies’ financial statements (excluding banks, financial and government 
entities). This contribution also applies to the companies considered as Large Territorial 
Taxpayers. In compliance with the DGT resolution of 2013, companies located in Free Zones that 
have been classified as Large Taxpayers or Large Territorial Taxpayers, are also included.

Tax System
Costa Rica’s Constitution states that the Legislative Assembly (Congress) is authorized to create 
or impose taxes, which will be collected and managed by the Costa Rican Government through 
the Tax General Board, entity that belongs to the Ministry of Finance.

Income Tax for Companies

The current rate (up to 2018) is 30% for companies with gross income greater than 
¢106,835,000 CRC, 20% for companies with a gross income between ¢53,113,000 CRC and 
¢106,835,000 CRC and 10% for companies with gross income below ¢53,113,000 CRC.

The previous tax ranges are adjusted annually and are valid from October 1st through 
September 30th of the next year.

Tax on Companies

It is the tax established by the State in order to obtain resources for the Ministry of Public 
Security for the success of its duties, as well as for the Ministry of Justice and Peace to finance 
the General Social Adaptation Board; and to the Judicial Power of the Republic to finance the 
Judicial Investigation Agency in the attention of organized crime.

This tax was valid for the periods from 2012 to 2015 by Law No. 9024 as of December 23, 2011 
and was suspended by resolution No. 2015-001241 as of January 28th, 2015, issued by the 
Constitutional Chamber of the Supreme Court of Justice and published through the Judicial 
Bulletin No. 234 on December 2nd, 2015 - (Exp. No. 12-016277-0007-CO).

Afterwards, it was reestablished with Law No. 9428 Tax on Legal Persons, published in Digital 
Scope No. 64 to La Gaceta N °58 as of March 22, 2017 and governed from September 1, 2017, in 
conjunction with the regulation issued by Executive Decree No. 40417-H, published in Digital 
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Scope No. 114 by La Gaceta N °99 on May 26, 2017. In this law, Article 18 repeals Law No. 9024.

The rates established annually are:

a) Fifteen percent (15%) of a monthly base salary for legal entities that are not registered before 
the Single Tax Registry (RUT) of the General Directorate of Taxation.

b) Twenty-five percent (25%) of a monthly base salary for taxpayers of the Income Tax, whose 
tax return for the immediately preceding period has registered a gross income of less than 120 
base salaries.

c) Thirty percent (30%) of a monthly base salary for taxpayers of the Income Tax, whose tax 
return for the immediately preceding period registered a gross income of 120 base salaries, up 
to less than 280 base salaries.

d) Fifty percent (50%) of a monthly base salary for taxpayers of the Income Tax, whose tax 
return for the immediately preceding period has registered a gross income of 280 salary basis 
or more.

The legal entities that are constituted and registered during the fiscal period, must pay the rate 
established on item a), proportionally to the time remaining between the filing date of the deed 
before the Registry and the end of the fiscal period.

The Superior Council of the Judicial Power establishes the base salary applicable for each 
period, through a publication in the Judicial Bulletin of the official journal La Gaceta. Currently, 
Circular No. 230-2016, issued during session 113-16 CSJ, as of December 20th, 2016, is in 
vigor, indicating that the approved base salary will be effective from January 1st, 2018 until on 
December 31, 2018, is of ¢431,000 CRC (four hundred thirty one thousand  colones).

This way, it is possible to set the amounts payable for this tax, both for the existing companies 
and for the new ones that are filing for their corresponding registration during the current year.

Tax Residence

Commonly, the Costa Rican tax authorities know the place where a company is incorporated 
as “the tax or fiscal domicile”. However, any company that performs industrial, agricultural or 
commercial activities in Costa Rica needs to face local income tax, the same way as a registered 
business, regardless of where it is incorporated. Such companies that conduct business in Costa 
Rica need to meet the rules of permanent establishment (PE).

On the other hand, under the Costa Rican Income Tax Law, income from transactions made 
entirely abroad may be considered as non-Costa Rican-source incomes, therefore, they would 
not be subject to income tax in Costa Rica. In spite of this, it must be taken into consideration 
that the Tax Administration has been making a deeper interpretation of the Territorial 
criteria, through which activities developed outside the Costa Rica, but related to a Costa 
Rican company, can be considered as taxable income;  when it is considered that there is some 
relationship with Costa Rica’s economic structure.

Franchise Tax

It is the payment made abroad for the use of a franchise, royalty or license use will be subject to 
a 25% withholding on the tax on remittances abroad.
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Capital Earnings Tax

Currently, there is no capital earnings tax for the sale of real estate or securities, as long as such 
sales do not represent a common activity. There is a capital earning tax (at the normal rate of 
30%) on the sale of depreciable assets when the selling price is higher than its adjusted base 
(books value). This will vary with the recent tax reform, which will become effective on July 
1th, 2019.

Transfer Pricing

On September 13th, 2013, through Executive Decree No. 37898-H “Transfer Pricing Provisions”, 
transfer prices were regulated at a regulatory level in Costa Rica, prior to that date they had 
been regulated only by a guideline interpretive.

With this decree’s release, taxpayers are required to evaluate the prices agreed in the operations 
of goods or services sold to local or foreign companies, considering the prices that will be agreed 
between independent parties, according to the Principle of Free Competition and Economic 
Reality. This decree sets the obligation to present an annual declaration for taxpayers that 
perform transactions with related parties to or for Large Taxpayers, Large Territorial Taxpayers 
and companies located in the Free Trade Zone. It also allows the application of In Advance Price 
Agreements (APA).

Recently, the Tax Administration published Resolution No. DGT-R-28-2017, which modifies 
Resolution DGT-R-44-2016, where the Tax Administration specifies that it will communicate, at least 
three months in advance, the date and the mean where it will request the presentation of the first 
Transfer Prices Informative Declarations, by publication on the website of the Ministry of Finance 
and through a written communication media with national circulation. This period of three months 
will be granted in order for taxpayers to make adjustments in their computer systems to perform the 
data electronic sharing. It will also inform with the same advance period, the technological means 
they will provide for making it available for those taxpayers who cannot access the Internet. 

The new Tax Reform has introduced a new TP article, with no major differences from the decree 
No. DGT-R-28-2017, which will become effective on July 1th, 2019.

Sales Tax

A fixed sales tax rate of 13% applies at all stages of the sale of goods and in the billing of certain 
limited services specifically indicated in the Law. The tax applies to (i) sales of goods within 
the national territory (excluiding sales of land, buildings, exports and certain articles of basic 
needs, such as basic foods, certain medicines and veterinary products); (ii) the value of services 
provided by restaurants, bars, motels, printing houses, social and recreational clubs, paint and 
repair shops, and others; and (iii) the import of personal use or consumption merchandise or 
merchandise that meets commercial objects.

The new Tax Reform has introduced a new VAT Law which will levy the sale of good and services 
in general, which will become effective on July 1th, 2019.

Electronic Vouchers Use

Through administrative resolution No. DGT-R-48-2016 of October 7, 2016, the use of electronic 
vouchers was established, consisting of electronic invoice, electronic ticket, electronic credit 
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note, electronic debit note, as well as as receipts for the support of income, costs and expenses, 
and reference was made to the requirements and technical specifications that these vouchers 
must comply with and the procedure for their validation by the tax authorities.

Through Resolution No. DGT-R-012-2018 of February 19, 2018, established that taxpayers 
obliged to use the system of electronic vouchers would be individual taxpayers, legal entities 
(corporations, etc.) or collective entities. without instrumental legal personality, to whom a tax 
regulation imposes the obligation to comply with a certain provision or obligation, which may 
be of a pecuniary or non-pecuniary nature, due to taxpayers, in their capacity, among others, 
as declarants, taxpayers, responsible parties, withholding agents, successors of the tax debt or 
obliged to provide information or collaborate with the Tax Administration and changes were 
introduced in the dates and methodology of the beginning of the obligation, establishing in 
general terms that by November 1, 2018, all taxpayers should be issuing electronic invoicing.

It should be mentioned that the only exceptions established in this resolution for the duty to 
issue electronic receipts are for taxpayers under the simplified tax regime and for the Costa 
Rican Social Security Fund, the State Universities, the National Road Council, the Supreme 
Court of Justice, the Central Bank of Costa Rica, the Social Protection Board, the Supreme 
Electoral Tribunal, the Financial Entities, the National Apprenticeship Institute, the solidarist 
associations and the National Production Council.

No exception is established for companies under the free zone regime, which in case of making 
local sales must issue electronic invoicing. In their sales abroad, they would act only as receivers.

Consumption Tax

This must be applied at a rate of up to 100% and is applicable in products that are considered 
non-essential. The base tax is the addition of the price cost, insurance or freight (CIF), plus 
import taxes on imported goods or the value of the sale of goods produced in Costa Rica. The tax 
is applied in only one stage in the sale of goods. The payment of the tax is required at the time of 
importation or, for goods produced in Costa Rica, within 15 days of the month of the sale.

Property Tax

Each local municipal government is in charge of real estate appraisal. The property tax that will 
apply throughout the entire Costa Rican territory is 0.25% of the appraised value, registered in 
the corresponding municipality when the tax liability originates. 

Depending on the municipality and the region, the local government can apply a property tax 
exemption if the taxpayer owns only one property  within the country. 

Real Estate Transfer Tax

It is the 1.5% of the selling price of the property or its tax value, whichever is superior. Since 
2012 the indirect transfer of the property is taxed, this was stablished through the Enforced Law 
of Tax Management No. 9069, understanding it as all legal business that implies the transfer of 
the power or control on a legal entity holding the real property.

Branch Establishment Tax

Branch income is subject to income tax at the rates applicable for corporate income taxes. 
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Additionally, there is a withholding tax of 15% on dividend to legal entities transferred abroad.

Income Determination and Corporate deduction

Inventory Valuation:

Inventories are generally registered at cost and can be valued at the compound average cost 
method, FIFO (first in, first out), retail method, or specific identification method. Since all 
entities must keep legal records, any adjustment resulting from using any of this methods of 
inventory valuation, should be recorder for tax and financial purposes. 

Capital Earnings:

Capital earnings and losses on the disposition of non-depreciable fixed assets or shares of other 
companies are excluded for income tax purposes as long as they do not come from a common 
activity. The new Tax Reform has introduced new capital gain tax, which will become effective 
on July 1th, 2019.

Intercompany Dividends:

Dividends between domestic corporations are not subject to any taxes. There are no possession 
requirements to qualify for this exclusion.

Foreign Income:

Foreign-source income is not taxable. 

Stock Dividends:

Stock dividends are subject to a 15% income tax of, or 5% if the share is registered in an approved 
stock market in Costa Rica. Dividends paid in the form of shares are allowed and tax exempted.

Deductions:

Depreciation and reduction / The linear and the addition-of-year-digits methods are the ones 
allowed:

The Tax Administration, at the request of the taxpayer, could adopt technically acceptable 
special depreciation methods in cases properly justified by the taxpayer. Similarly, the Tax 
Administration may authorize, through general resolution, the accelerated depreciation 
method on new assets, acquired by companies with monetary activities that require constant 
technological updates, a more complex installed production capacity and the processes of 
productive reconversion, in order to keep and reinforce their competitive advantages.

Buildings 
Machinery and equipment
Furniture and devices
Vehicles
Agricultural plantation

50
10
10
10

2 a 10

Class Years
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Payments to Foreign Affiliates:

Companies can claim deductions for royalties, for technical services and service management 
fees, and for interest charges paid to foreign affiliates, as long as the withholding of 25% 
tax for royalties, franchises  has been practiced, and 15% for retained interests and other 
services. However, deductions for technical/financial advisory, use of patents, formula supply, 
trademarks, privileges, franchises, royalties and others, cannot exceed 10% of gross sales as a 
whole, if the amount is paid to the headquarters.

Taxes:

With the exception of sales tax, selective consumption tax, specific taxes over consumption 
and special taxes established by the law, penalties and interests paid over any other obligation, 
and the income tax itself, all other taxes are deductible expenses when determining the base 
taxable income.

Net Operating Losses:

The losses incurred by industrial and agricultural companies will be carried out and deducted 
from the taxable profits for the following three and five years, respectively. Dragging losses 
is not allowed. The new Tax Reform has introduced a possibility of carryforwards for service 
companies and also in some cases carrybacks in general are allowed, which will become 
effective on July 1th, 2019.

Economic Group Taxation:

There is no taxation for Economic Groups.

Withholding Tax:

Regarding payments to foreign non-domiciled companies or individuals, taxes are withheld as 
follows:

1. Dividends - 15%, withholding depends on the retained earnings source 

2. For interests, commissions and other financial expenses, as well as leases of capital properties, 
a fee of fifteen percent (15%) from the paid or credited amount, will be charged.

Interests, commissions and other financial expenses paid by foreign banks that are part of a 
Costa Rican financial group or conglomerate regulated by the National System of Financial 
System Supervision, must pay a fee of five point five percent (5.5%); during the first year of 
legitimacy of the law that established that tax (from November 27th, 2014 to November 27th, 
2015); during the second year (from November 27th, 2015 to November 27th, 2016) they 
will pay nine percent (9%); during the third year (from November 27th, 2016 to November 
27th, 2017), they will pay thirteen percent (13%) and, starting the fourth year (beginning on 
November 27th, 2017), they will pay fifteen percent (15%) of the paid or credited amount.

The interests, commissions and other financial expenses paid or credited by entities subject to 
the supervision of the General Financial Entities Superintendence, to foreign entities subject to 
the supervision of their own jurisdictions, a five point five percent (5.5%) must be paid.

Interests, commissions and other financial expenses arising from loans granted by multilateral 
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development banks and multilateral or bilateral development agencies, as well as non-profit 
organizations that are exempt from taxes or are not subject to paying taxes according to the 
current legislation, are exempt from the tax payment indicated in this section.

3. For the technical and financial advice , as well as payments related to the use of patents, 
formula supplies, trademarks, privileges, franchises and royalties, a fee of twenty five percent 
(25%) must be paid.

4. For pensions, retirement, salaries and any other remuneration paid for personal work 
performed through an employment relationship, a 10% withholding will be applied.

5. For fees, commissions, allowances and other benefits of personal services performed without 
a relationship of dependency, a withholding of 15% will be applicable.

6. Transportation and communication services are subject to a withholding of 8.5%.

Tax Incentives

Entities established in Free Trade Zones, may enjoy tax exemption on their goods’ exports, 
income tax in various forms (ranging from 0% to 100% depending on the activity, location 
within the national territory and the amount of years in which they have enjoyed the benefit), 
sales tax,  selective consumption tax, real estate transfer tax, and withholding tax on remittances 
abroad, as well as they will enjoy the free possession and use of currencies related to their local 
operations. However, these incentives for export manufacturing activities have been affected by 
the rules established by the World Trade Organization,  on 2015, so that these benefits will only 
be available for certain manufacturing operations in accordance with the amended form of the 
Free Trade Zone Law. The requirements and benefits of the Free Trade Zone for service sector 
companies did not suffer any changes. 

Other tax refund regimes, apply for industries that import semi-finished materials for 
assembling in Costa Rica, than to import and export of finished products. These benefits consist 
of tax-free imports of raw materials for following export as manufactured products. Machinery 
for these industries may also be imported tax-free.

Touristic Development

The Incentive Law for Tourism Development grants several tax benefits, such as exemption from 
charges on certain tourism service-related goods and from taxes on the companies dedicated to 
tourism, but only for those with a signed tourism agreement.

Costa Rica - United States: The  Tax Treaty between Costa Rica and the United States, effective 
since February, 12th, 1991. It is a Tax Information Exchange Agreement through which both 
countries agreed to exchange information, from or in relation to public and private entities or 
individuals, at the request of the corresponding authority, in relation to any relevant tax issue.

Double Tax Agreements 

Costa Rica - Spain: This agreement was approved with Law Number 8888, in order to avoid 
double taxation and tax evasion on income and assets. 

Costa Rica - Germany: This agreement was approved with Law Number 9345, on Wednesday, 
April 20th, 2016. In the official journal “la Gaceta”, the agreement between the Republic of 
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Costa Rica and the Federal Republic of Germany was established in order to avoid double 
taxation on the income tax and capital tax. 

Tax Information Exchange Agreement (TIEAs)

Tax Administration 

Corporate Tax Compliance

Tax Returns

Corporations must file the income tax return based on ordinary fiscal period (from October 1st 
to September 30th), by December 15th. Entities with an operating period of four months or less 
may file a return together with the following year´s tax return. 

The Costa Rican Tax Administration will only authorize the change to a natural calendar fiscal 
period (January 1st to December 31st), in the specific cases of the following taxpayers:

a) Public Sector entities that are required to set their budget between the January 1st and 
December 31st of each year.

b) Transportation companies or international communication or a related company for 
management, possession of property or business relationship with other goods or services of 
this type.

Argentina
Canada
Corea
Ecuador
El Salvador
Spain (Protocol)
United States
Finland
France
Guatemala
Guernsey
Netherlands
Honduras
Mexico
Nicaragua
Norway
Sweden
Mutual Administrative Assistance in 
Tax Matters Convention

Law 9007
Law 9045
Law 9611
Law 9370
Law 8880
Law 8888
Law 7194
Law 9197
Law 9012
Law 8880

Proyect of Law
Law 9040
Law 8880
Law 9033
Law 8880
Law 9201
Law 9203
Law 9118

July 12th,  2012
August 14th, 2012
November 9th, 2018
September 17th, 2016
October 31st, 2012
January 1st, 2011
February 12th, 1991
January 1st, 2015
December 14th, 2011
February 11th, 2011
In the process of ratification
July 1st, 2012
April 25th, 2006
June 26th, 2012
July 9th, 2011
April 13th, 2014
August 8th, 2015
August 1st, 2013

Contracting State State Effective since

Source: Ministerio de Hacienda
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c) An entity comprised in any of subparagraphs b), c), ch) and d) of Article 3rd of the Income 
Tax Act No. 7092 of April 21st, 1988 and its amendments, and that because of the laws 
governing them, they should make economic closures in accordance with the calendar year.

d) That is a Mutual Savings and Loan authorized by the Housing Mortgage Bank to operate 
within the National Financial System for Housing.

e) Engaged in financial and stock market (member of the National Banking System, savings and 
loan cooperative, non-bank financial company, but regulated by the General Superintendence 
of Financial Entities.

f) Engaged in banana cultivation or its correlated activities.

g) Engaged in rice planting or industrialization. 

h) That is a subsidiary of a foreign headquarter company, subsidiary of a headquarter company 
based in Costa Rica, headquarter company of a foreign subsidiary, branch or agency of a 
foreign domiciled company or a related company -in the terms set in section b) of this article- 
another, which (in either case) is subject to a fiscal period different from the one ordinarily 
established in the Income Tax Law or has previously received a special fiscal period.

Taxpayers benefiting from a special fiscal period must provide an under oath declaration of 
their incomes and pay the tax within two months and fifteen calendar days after the end of the 
authorized fiscal period authorized.

Also, they have to make partial tax payments, in three quarterly, equal and consecutive parts, six 
months after the start date of the authorized special fiscal period.

The tax system is one of self-assessment and with occasional auditing by the tax authorities.

The new Tax Reform has introduced the calendar year as a default tax year, which will become 
effective on July 1th, 2019.

Partial Tax Payment

On the last day of March, June and September all enterprises and taxpayers that have an 
ordinary fiscal period, must prepay parts that represent 75% of the average income taxes paid 
during the past three fiscal years, or the amount paid in the previous year, whichever is greater.

The taxpayer may request the tax authorities to eliminate or modify partial payments or 
advances of the corresponding income tax in certain cases (for example, if the company 
anticipates a loss that year, or if the average of the previous three fiscal years used to calculate 
the partial payments of the current period were affected by some extraordinary income that 
won’t be charged anymore). Any pending amount upon the partial payments, must be paid by 
the taxpayer on December 15th, this in case that the companies have an ordinary fiscal period, 
or within two months and fifteen days after their closing tax period.

Individual’s Taxation Summary

Costa Rica follows a territorial concept for the determination of taxable income. Costa Rican 
citizens are subject to income tax their profits from a Costa Rican source, which means any 
profits from assets used, goods located or services rendered within the Costa Rican territory. 
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Foreign citizens will be subject to income tax their profits from a Costa Rican source, regardless 
of where they received their work payment.

Resident individuals with independent lucrative activities (for example, non-salaried) are taxed 
at graduated rates ranging from 0% to 25%. 

Individual’s Tax Compliance

Tax Returns:

Individual taxpayers must file their tax returns on the same dates and timeframes scheduled 
for the corporate taxpayers. Also, they are required to keep the same records, and are allowed 
to apply the same deductions, except for small and medium companies (which can apply for a 
Simplified Taxpayer’s Regime) and the activities of certain taxpayers (such as non-professional 
services) that apply different income calculation methods and different records requirements. 

Salary Tax:

Employers are required to withhold income tax on salaries, bonuses and other monetary 
remuneration. The tax is applied using progressive rates, with defined ranges. 

The “Thirteenth Month”, social security contributions, dismissal and termination payments are 
not subject to income tax according to the Labor Code.

Current Individual Tax Rates:

Income tax for individuals with independent lucrative activities:

Salary Wages Tax:

The new Tax Reform has introduced two new rates: 20% and 25%, for salaries above according 
the new rates:

From ¢2.103.000 to ¢4.205.000   20%

Above ¢4.205.000   25%

Tax Credits:

Up to ¢3,549,000 annually
From ¢3,549,000 
From ¢5,299,000 
From ¢8,840,000 
Over ¢17,716,000 

Exempt
Up to ¢5.299.000
Up to ¢8.840.000
Up to ¢17,716,000

10%
15%
20%
25%

Up to ¢817,000 monthly
From ¢817,000 
Over ¢1,226,000

Exempt
Up to ¢1,226,000 10%

15%

Per child
For the spouse

¢1,530
¢2,290
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